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Three-body approach to proton-hydrogen charge exchange and elastic scattering
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The impact-parameter Faddeev approach to atomic three-body collisions which has been developed for, and
successfully applied to, ion-atom scattering processes, has now been developed further by including, instead of
the Coulomb potentials, the full two-particle off-shell CoulombT matrices in all ‘‘triangle’’ contributions to
the effective potentials. Results of calculations of proton-hydrogen collisions with only the ground states of the
hydrogen retained in both the direct and the rearrangement channels are presented. Total and differential
electron transfer, as well as differential elastic scattering cross sections, are obtained simultaneously in very
good agreement with experiment, over a wide range of~nonrelativistic! incident energies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Seven decades have passed since Oppenheimer@1# and
Brinkmann and Kramers@2# ~OBK! calculated for the first
time the electron transfer in proton-hydrogen collisions. T
lowest-order approximation that was used neglected
proton-proton interaction, resulting in an overestimation
the total cross section almost by an order of magnitude. M
than two decades later, Jackson and Schiff~JS! @3# showed
that inclusion of the internuclear interaction could bri
down the cross section close to experiment. Soon afte
was realized that also the JS approximation faces inhe
difficulties, e.g., when applied to the calculation of differe
tial cross sections. Nevertheless, these investigations did
the basis for the considerable progress, achieved over
years, in the theoretical understanding of the process o
terest.

However, in our opinion even this simplest charg
transfer reaction is still lacking a satisfactory theoretical
scription in the moderate- to high-energy region. As far
the total cross section at higher energy is concerned,
DWBA-type methods should be mentioned as being supe
to all other theories, namely the continuum distorted wa
~CDW! @4,5# and the boundary-corrected first Born~B1B!
@5–7# approximations. But a convincing test of the quality
theoretical models must include reproduction of the exp
mental data also for the differential cross sections. Here
turns out that both CDW and B1B approximations are c
siderably less successful. The deeper reason for this s
coming is that both are essentially one-channel approxi
tions; that is, contributions to the rearrangement chan
coming either from other reaction channels or from the
terference between different states in a given channel are
included. This entails that not sufficient allowance is ma
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~1!/314~9!/$15.00
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for the constraints provided by two-body, and in particu
not by three-body, unitarity.

In view of these facts, a method is still called for whic
would properly take into account all possible reaction ch
nels, and correctly reproduce the total cross section as a
sequence of the successful description of the correspon
differential cross sections.

We believe that for such an undertaking, the ‘‘three-bo
Faddeev approach,’’ although it has not been applied
atomic collision problems as widely as other tradition
methods, represents the appropriate framework. To be s
its application to atomic collisions becomes tedious main
as stated in the recent review on energetic ion-atom collis
theories@8#, because of the complicated singularity structu
of the two-particle off-shell CoulombT matrix which is the
basic dynamical ingredient in that formalism. For, as is w
known, the CoulombT matrix does not have a well-define
on-shell limit and, in the case of attraction, possesses
infinite number of bound-state poles. In spite of these pr
lems, first calculations were published in the early 1970s~see
@9# for a review!. But soon this approach ceased attracti
interest, partly because of the aforementioned difficulties,
partly also because a number of—as we think—incorrect
culations~e.g.,@10–13#, to be discussed later on! led to un-
satisfactory results.

Such a discouraging history notwithstanding, the thr
body theory can, in our opinion, be utilized with advanta
for the investigation of atomic reactions. This belief is bas
not only on our previous calculations of electron transfer
ion-atom collisions using the few-body integral equatio
formalism @14–17#, but also on recent Faddeev calculatio
by other authors~see@18# and references therein!, and on our
recent investigations of reaction mechanisms containing
two-particle off-shell CoulombT matrix @19–22#.

Some time ago the impact parameter Faddeev appro
314 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 60 315THREE-BODY APPROACH TO PROTON-HYDROGEN . . .
~IPFA! to ion-atom collisions was developed@14# and ap-
plied to the calculation of different electron-transfer rea
tions@15,16#. It was based on the effective–two-body form
lation of the three-body theory as proposed by A
Grassberger, and Sandhas~AGS! @23#, appropriately modi-
fied to accommodate long-range Coulomb interactio
@24,25#. These coupled integral equations connecting the
plitudes for all binary processes were then written in on-sh
approximation, i.e., the exact intermediate-state tw
fragment propagator was approximated by the correspon
energy conservingd function. Instead of making a partia
wave expansion to further reduce the dimensionality of
integral equations, transformation to the impact param
representation was used. This led to a coupled system
algebraic equations for the two-cluster amplitud
satisfying—at least partially—the constraints from two- a
three-particle unitarity. In the concrete applications, the
fective potentials occurring therein were taken into acco
only in the lowest-order approximation corresponding to
electron-transfer~‘‘pole’’ ! mechanism. Calculations of tota
and partial electron-transfer cross sections showed on
whole good agreement with available experimental da
over a wide range of reactions and energies. But at h
energies this approach overestimated the data, giving
qualitative results, due to the neglect of higher-order term
effective potentials.

To simplify the treatment of the next-order~‘‘triangle’’ !
terms in the effective potentials at higher energies, we la
developed the so-called three-body eikonal appro
~TBEA! @17#. There again, AGS effective-two-body equ
tions were formulated for the appropriate amplitudes
scattering and charge exchange. In addition to the ‘‘po
terms, explicit expressions for the ‘‘triangle’’ contribution
to the effective potentials were derived, but only after t
two-body CoulombT operators occurring therein had be
taken in Born approximation, i.e., after they had been
placed by the corresponding Coulomb potentials. This
lowed us to avoid the above-mentioned singularities of thT
matrix. Though our calculations showed that for reactio
with nonvanishing Coulomb interaction in the ingoing and
outgoing channel the TBEA leads to considerable impro
ment in the description of total and partial electron trans
cross sections, it nevertheless was still not capable of
scribing the data on differential cross sections.

Because of this shortcoming it was concluded that use
the exact CoulombT matrix cannot be bypassed. As a fir
step towards this goal, extensive investigations of the vari
exact ‘‘triangle’’ amplitudes, which occur in both the ex
change and the direct scattering channels, have been
formed recently@19–21#. For the case of an attractive inte
action, a ‘‘new’’ representation of the CoulombT matrix has
been derived which turned out to be very efficient for n
merical purposes@21#.

The objective of the present paper is to demonstrate
the further development of the IPFA, brought about by e
actly including the two-particle off-shell CoulombT matrices
in the first-order terms of the effective potentials, does
deed lead to a very satisfactory description, not only of to
exchange cross sections but also of differential cross sec
for direct and exchange scattering.

The plan of the paper is as follows. The IPFA is brie
-
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outlined in Sec. II. The results of calculations are presen
in Sec. III. Finally, Sec. IV contains our conclusions.

II. FORMALISM

We consider a system of two protons and one electron
order to describe direct scattering and electron transfe
collisions of protons with hydrogen atoms, we shall use
effective-two-body formulation of the AGS three-body equ
tions @23#. In this section we outline the basic idea of th
IPFA for the present, simplified case.

Assume a decomposition of the two-bodyT-operatorTa
into two terms,

Ta~ ẑ!5Ta8 ~ ẑ!1Ta
sep~ ẑ!, ~1!

where

Ta
sep~ ẑ!5 (

m51

Na

uxam~ ẑ!&gam~ ẑ!^xam~ ẑ* !u ~2!

is chosen as a sum of separable terms representingNa bound
states of the particle pair (b,g)m with quantum numbers
‘‘ m’’ and binding energiesÊam , andTa8 ( ẑ) is the ~possibly
nonseparable! remainder. Here,

gam~ ẑ!5~ ẑ2Êam!21. ~3!

Consider the reaction initiating from a channel where p
ticle a is free, and particlesb and g are bound with wave
function ucam& belonging to the energyÊam ; qa denotes the
channel relative momentum. Similarly, let the final state
characterized by the relative momentumqb8 between particle

b and the bound state~with energyÊbn) of the other two
particles. Then the corresponding reaction amplitu
Tbn,am(qb8 ,qa ;z) can be found by solving the following se
of coupled Lippmann-Schwinger-type equations:

Tbn,am~qb8 ,qa ;z!

5Vbn,am~qb8 ,qa ;z!

1(
n,r

E dqn9Vbn,nr~qb8 ,qn9 ;z!G0;nr~qn9 ;z!

3Tnr ,am~qn9 ,qa ;z!. ~4!

In fact, provided the so-called form factorsuxam(z)& are cho-
sen such that on the energy shell, i.e., forE5qa

2/2Ma

1Êam5qb8
2/2Mb1Êbn ,

G0~z!uxam~z!&uqa& →
z→E1 i0

ucam&uqa&, ~5!

and analogously for uxbn(z)&, the on-shell value of
Tbn,am(qb8 ,qa ;E1 i0)[Tbn,am(qb8 ,qa) is the physical
reaction amplitude we are looking for. Here,G0(z)
5(z2H0)21 is the free resolvent andMa5ma(mb
1mg)/(ma1mb1mg) is the reduced mass of the two frag
ments in channela. The effective free Green function i
defined as
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FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the integral equation~10!. The crosses indicate that the particles propagating in the intermediate
are put on the energy shell by taking into account only thed-function part of the effective free propagator.
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G0;am~qa ;z!5gam~z2qa
2/2Ma! ~6!

and describes the free relative motion of particlea and the
bound pair (b,g)m . The effective potentials

Vbn,am~qb8 ,qa ;z!:5^qb8 u^xbn~z* !uG0~z!Uba8 ~z!

3G0~z!uxam~z!&uqa& ~7!

are to be calculated by using the following AGS equatio
for the ‘‘reduced’’ three-body operators (d̄ba512dba):

Uba8 ~z!5 d̄baG0
21~z!1(

n
Ubn8 ~z!G0~z!Tn8~z!d̄na . ~8!

The equations presented so far are exact. However
order to make their practical solution feasible, we resort
two simplifications. First, we use the on-shell approximat

G0;nr~qn9 ;E1 i0!→2 ipd~E2qn9
2/2M n2Ênr !,

n5a,b,g, ~9!

which is well justified at the high energies considered
limits the applicability of our approach to low energies.
this way we obtain for the on-shell amplitudes (q̂n9ªqn9/qn9)

Tbn,am~qb8 ,qa!5Vbn,am~qb8 ,qa!

2 ip(
n,r

M nqnE dVq
n9
Vbn,nr~qb8 ,qnq̂n9!

3Tnr ,am~qnq̂n9 ,qa!, ~10!

with the magnitude of the intermediate-state moment
fixed by the energy shell condition~9!, i.e., qn

[A2M n(E2Ênr). Equation~10! is represented in diagram
matic form in Fig. 1. After transformation of Eq.~10! into
the impact parameter representation we end up with a se
coupled algebraic equations@14#
s

in
o

t

of

Tbn,am~r!5Vbn,am~r!

2
i

4p (
n,r

M nqn
21Vbn,nr~r!Tnr ,am~r!,

~11!

with r denoting the impact parameter. The effective pote
tials in the impact parameter representation,Vbn,am(r), are
defined as Hankel transforms of corresponding momen
space matrix elementsVbn,am(qb8 ,qa).

Equation~8! can, e.g., be solved by iteration yielding th
so-called ‘‘quasi-Born expansion’’ of the~on-shell! effective
potentials

Vbn,am~qb8 ,qa!

5 d̄ba^qb8 u^cbnuE2H0ucam&uqa&

1(
n

d̄bnd̄na^qb8 u^cbnuTn8~E1 i0!

3ucam&uqa&1(
n,m

d̄bnd̄nmd̄ma^qb8 u^cbnuTn8~E1 i0!

3G0~E1 i0!Tm8 ~E1 i0!ucam&uqa&1•••. ~12!

In writing down the right-hand side, use has been made
condition ~5!. The first term corresponds to the so-call
‘‘pole’’ diagram, the second to three different ‘‘triangle’
graphs, and the third to the double-rescattering contributi
~i.e., two consecutive scatterings in different particle pair!.
The first two terms are represented graphically in Fig.
Now, the second simplification consists in cutting the exp
sion ~12! after the terms of first order inTn8 ; in other words,
double- and higher-order rescattering contributions are
glected. This approximation clearly restricts the applicabil
to energies well below the region where the Thomas p
starts emerging. We remark that the decomposition~1! has
been made for the attractive electron-proton~ep! T matrix
only. Consequently, for that subsystem the residualT matrix
Tep8 is given as in Eq.~1! while for the proton-proton~pp!
subsystem we simply haveTpp8 5Tpp

C , i.e., Npp50.
m
FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the first two terms in the expansion~12! of the effective potentials. Semicircles indicate the for
factors satisfying Eq.~5!.
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PRA 60 317THREE-BODY APPROACH TO PROTON-HYDROGEN . . .
The impact parameter representation of the ‘‘pole’’ co
tribution for transitions between arbitrary hydrogenic sta
has already been given in analytical form in@14#. This is not
possible for the ‘‘triangle’’ amplitudes so that there a diffe
ent procedure had to be pursued. Namely, at first the e
first-order terms were calculated numerically in the mom
tum representation, as described in Refs.@19–21#. Since they
turned out to be rather smooth functions of the incident
ergy and scattering angle, in a second step the Hankel tr
formation to the impact parameter space could be done
merically without difficulties.

We remark that in order to reliably perform the numeric
integrations in those ‘‘triangle’’ amplitudes which conta
the attractive CoulombT matrix, a ‘‘new’’ representation of
the latter had to be developed for negative energies such
the infinity of bound state poles are displayed in a num
cally convenient form. In fact, the representation derived
the poles given explicitly as zeros of a simple function a
otherwise contains smooth integrals along the real axis o
@21#.

III. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section we present the results of our calculations
total and differential electron transfer and of differential ela
tic scattering cross sections in proton collisions with hyd
gen atoms in their ground state. In the present work we c
fine ourselves to the case when only the 1s state of hydrogen
is retained explicitly in all possible reaction channels@i.e.,
Nep51 in Eq. ~2!# and the remainder amplitudeTep8 contains
only the continuum contribution ofTep

C ; this will be called
the 1s-1s approximation. Within these model limitation
two-body ~elastic and exchange! unitarity is exactly, and
three-body unitarity at least partially, satisfied by our amp
tudes.

The various transition amplitudes are obtained by solv
the set of coupled linear equations in the impact param
representation~11!. The expansion of the effective potenti
has been truncated after the first-order contribution in
~12!. The first ~‘‘zeroth-order’’! term is, in the 1s-1s case,
just the OBK amplitude. The sum of the first two terms p
taining to the exchange channel gives the Chen-Kramer~CK!
amplitude@26#. If, in addition, in the latter the off-shell Cou
lomb T matrix is approximated by the potential, we arrive
the JS amplitude. Hence, restricting ourselves to the first
terms in the expansion~12! means that in our approach th
CK amplitude plays the role of the effective potential for t
transfer channel while the two diagonal first-order terms p
the same role for the direct channel. But we emphasize
the effective potentials are to be inserted into Eqs.~4!, or
after transformation to the impact parameter space into
~11!, to yield the various reaction amplitudes. Diagramma
cally this procedure consists in substituting in Fig. 1 for t
effective potentials all the diagrams of Fig. 2.

We remark that for the case considered presently~no
Coulomb distortions in the initial and final state! the JS is
identical to the B1B amplitude. However, we will reserve t
notation B1B for cross sections summed over all final sta
as is done in@6,7#.

Our results are presented in Figs. 3–12, and compa
with calculations by other authors and with experimen
-
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FIG. 3. Integrated cross sections for electron capture by1

from H(1s): solid line, present results (1s); dotted line, OBK (1s)
@2#; short-dashed line, JS (1s) @3#; long-dashed line, CK (1s) @26#.

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 except upper (() and lower (1s)
dashed lines~see text!, TBEA @17#. Experimental data are from
Refs.@27–33,36–38#. Note that the data for the H2 target are trans-
formed for the H target, according to@34# and @35#.
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FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 except for the following: dotted lin
CDW @5#; dashed lines, B1B@7#; in each case, the lower line is 1s;
the upper line is(; see text.

FIG. 6. Differential cross section for electron capture by H1

from H(1s) at 25 keV: solid line, present results (1s); dotted line,
CDW (1s) @5#; short-dashed line, B1B (() @6#; long-dashed line,
MS (1s) @39#. Experimental points (() are from@40#.
data. Total electron-transfer cross sections are displaye
Figs. 3–5. The pairs of curves in Figs. 4 and 5 with identi
characterization are always the 1s-1s total cross section
~represented by the curve which lies lower at high energ
also denoted by ‘‘1s’’ !, and the cross section summed ov
all final states~upper curve, denoted by ‘‘( ’’ !, in the corre-

,
FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 but for 60 keV.

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 6 but for 125 keV.
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sponding approaches. This provides a hint at the poss
size of the correction to our present 1s-1s cross section
which must be expected to result from summation over
final states.

FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 6 except for the following: long-dash
line, OBK (1s) @2#; dotted line, JS (1s) @3#; short-dashed line, CK
(1s) @26#.

FIG. 10. Same as in Fig. 9 but for 60 keV.
le

ll

As can be inferred from Fig. 3, our values lie betwe
OBK and JS and coincide with CK at higher energies. T
latter ‘‘coincidence’’ can easily be understood because
on-shell approximation~11! approaches the Born approxima
tion which for the rearrangement amplitude is identical to

d FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 9 but for 125 keV.

FIG. 12. Differential elastic scattering cross sections of H1 on
H(1s) at 60 keV: solid line, present results; short-dashed line, FB
long-dashed line, MS@42#. The experimental data are from@44#.
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driving CK term. That the use of the exact ‘‘triangle’’ graph
~i.e., calculated with the full CoulombT matrix! in the effec-
tive potentials is instrumental in reducing the cross sec
for energies beyond a few keV is demonstrated in Fig.
which shows comparison with the ‘‘1s’’ ~at higher energies
the lower-lying dashed curve! TBEA results of@17#, where
only the approximate ‘‘triangle’’ terms~in the direct scatter-
ing channel! had been employed. Finally, in Fig. 5 the hig
energy part of our total cross section is compared with t
following from the most sophisticated high-energy mode
namely CDW and B1B. Inspection reveals that our appro
leads to nearly as good agreement as CDW and B1B. Bu
contrast to the CDW and B1B~but also to the OBK, JS, an
CK! amplitudes, our reaction amplitude is unitary at the tw
body ~and partially also on the three-body! level. This fact is
vital for reducing its value at lower energies, with the res
that at the same time we also achieve perfect agreement
the data in the intermediate- and low-energy region,
shown in Fig. 4. Summarizing, both fulfillment of the unita
ity constraints and use of the exact triangle amplitudes ta
together eventually lead to a very good agreement with
periment, over a wide range of energy.

Here we would like to comment on the Faddeev calcu
tions of Sil and co-workers. If, in our approach, we evalu
the ‘‘triangle’’ diagrams in both the direct and the transf
channels in Born approximation only, i.e., withTa

C replaced
by Va

C , we arrive at the impact parameter space version
the equations of@11#. Now, while these authors solve two
dimensional integral equations for the on-shell transition a
plitudes, we instead make the additional transformation
the impact parameter representation to eliminate the ang
integrations. This difference in calculational procedure be
of a technical nature only, it is clear that both metho
should yield nearly identical results. Indeed, we exactly
produce @with the ‘‘pole’’ amplitude ~BK! as input# the
cross-section values denoted by BKpr in Table I of @11#. But
at the same time our calculations, when taking the JS am
tude as input, did not reproduce their JSpr curves. In fact, the
lower the energy was, the larger the discrepancies beca
For instance, at 1 keV our cross section for the so-calledpr

case is two times bigger than that of@11#. We have checked
our results both numerically and analytically, which is eas
done because in the 1s-1s approximation the coupling of the
equations becomes rather simple and analytic expression
all ‘‘triangle’’ graphs in Born approximation are availab
@14#. Such a large difference can scarcely be blamed on
ficiencies of the impact parameter calculation of the to
cross section employing straight-line trajectories, for t
reasons. First, for the total cross section of light particle
citation or transfer in collisions of two heavy particles at
keV, the assumptions implied in an impact parameter ca
lation are well justified. Second, we exactly reproduce Bpr
using the same technique. The same group has carrie
that work, either by adding more states or by applying th
code to other processes. This led, e.g., in@12# and@13#, to the
unphysical result that at, say 1 keV, inclusion of 2s and 2p
states increased the total cross section of@11# by 100%,
while it is well known that at that energy the process un
consideration is completely resonant and the contribution
n
,
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excited states is negligible. In view of these facts, the lack
agreement between our cross sections and theirs no lo
comes as a surprise.

Let us continue the discussion of our results. If the exc
lent reproduction of the total cross section in CDW and B
were due to a high quality of the transition amplitudes, th
this should also show up in angular distributions. In Fig
6–8, differential 1s-1s electron-transfer cross sections a
presented at a projectile energy of 25, 60, and 125 k
respectively. As noted above, the B1B results pertain to cr
sections summed over all final states. It appears that
approach leads, on the whole, to a physically more reali
reaction amplitude, and consequently to a better reproduc
of the experimental data, than either CDW, B1B, or t
impact-parameter coupled-state~MS! model of Ref.@39#.

It is also of interest to make a comparison with results
the simple, popular reaction models. This is done in Fi
9–11, at the same energies as before. As has already
mentioned, the main difference between our theory and
CK model is the absence of the direct channel contribut
and the violation of the unitarity constraints in the latte
Whereas this deficiency of CK did not destroy the coin
dence in the total exchange cross section beyond, say
keV, it evidently has a strong impact on differential cro
sections outside the extreme forward direction. Moreov
comparison with JS clearly demonstrates the importance
using the exact CoulombT matrix in the ‘‘triangle’’ ampli-
tudes, in addition to the direct channel contribution and
unitarization.

Let us add a few remarks. The first two contributions
the effective potentials~12! taken into account presently con
tain, beside the simple electron exchange, all the terms
volving multiple scattering~of all orders! of the two particles
belonging to each of the three pairs as described by the
spective CoulombT matrices—but no terms with consecu
tive multiple rescatterings between two particles belong
to different pairs~cf. Fig. 2!. Nevertheless, rescatterings
the latter type~but only via intermediate formation of a
bound state of the electron with either projectile or targ
ion! are incorporated in the transition amplitudes by mea
of solving the integral equations~4! ~cf. Fig. 1!. This latter
fact also guarantees that all channels are coupled. If, in
approach, multiple scattering effects between the same
particles are switched off for a moment@i.e., Tn

C→Vn
C , n

51,2,3, in Eq.~12!#, the close relationship to standard ‘‘firs
order’’ approaches, i.e., approaches which do not con
so-called double-scattering contributions, becomes appa
For this reason, only comparison with the most succes
‘‘first-order’’ intermediate- to high-energy approaches
deemed appropriate. To be more precise, the MS appro
does contain the important coupling to the direct channel
is taken as an example of close-coupling models as app
successfully to ion-atom collisions at intermediate energ
And CDW, although being based on the first-order appro
mation to the exact transition amplitude, takes into acco
multiple scattering of the electron, however only partia
~namely in the projectile-electron pair!, which is why it fails
to reproduce the Thomas peak in the differential electr
transfer cross section at high energies.
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Nevertheless, we did not calculate differential cross s
tions in the MeV region. For, as mentioned above, insert
of the first-order terms of our effective potentials in the
tegral equations implies that a given particle, after be
multiple scattered off another particle, first forms a bou
state with the third particle before rescattering off the lat
becomes possible eventually. This limitation could be
laxed by adding the double-rescattering contribution to
effective potential@i.e., the third term in the expansion~12!#,
although the latter does not change the total cross sec
appreciably, except for producing the Thomas peak in diff
ential cross sections. Inclusion of the latter is certainly p
sible but numerically very involved. The B2B calculation
by Belkić @41# are an example where the four doubl
rescattering terms which are possible in the exchange c
nel ~as many remain in the direct scattering channel! were
taken into account, but multiple scattering within each p
was excluded and the three-free-particle Green’s func
was considered in eikonal approximation only. The resu
obtained there~within the 1s-1s model! for differential elec-
tron transfer cross sections at 60 and 125 keV show, in
opinion, that in this energy region the contribution from t
double-rescattering terms mainly serves to fill the dip wh
occurs in the B1B(1s) differential cross sections. Howeve
B2B is not able to remove the unphysical minimum co
pletely. The latter, together with the fact that the minimu
also did not disappear in B1B((), strengthens our conclu
sions about the primary importance of the coupling to
direct channels.

In Fig. 12, as an example the differential elastic scatter
cross section at 60 keV bombarding energy is presented.
corresponding elastic amplitudes are obtained simu
neously with the transfer amplitudes and, hence, contain
formation about the other channel through the coupling. T
excellent reproduction of the data lends additional suppor
our claim that the reaction amplitudes as calculated in
three-body approach are of high physical significance. T
MS calculation, taken from@42#, differs appreciably in the
extreme forward direction, while the first Born approxim
tion ~FBA! results @43#, consisting of the two elastic
scattering ‘‘triangle’’ amplitudes, overestimate the cross s
tion for larger angles.

All these figures illustrate in detail the great improveme
achieved presently over the traditional approaches, in the
ergy range considered. We stress once more that in our
proach all interparticle interactions are treated on the sa
footing, and hence none of them needs to be ‘‘smuggled
afterwards by means of a phase factor.

Finally, let us try to assess the quality of the on-sh
approximation~9! made in our calculations. Indeed, in th
case investigated presently of two heavy protons and
light electron which is to be transferred, off-shell effects a
expected to be small, because, as compared to the relat
high collision energies considered, the electron bound s
energyÊ is small; hence, the total three-body energyE con-
sists essentially only of the projectile kinetic energy. T
probability that the electron, while being transferred, chan
the energy of the incident proton isO(m/M ), wherem(M )
is the electron~proton! mass. At the same time, the probab
ity that off-shell effects may result from the virtual excitatio
of electronic bound states isO(Ê/E). That is, off-shell ef-
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fects are approximatelyO(m/M ,Ê/E). In the present calcu-
lations, e.g., at 1 keV, off-shell effects are therefore e
mated to be about 1%, quickly becomingO(m/M ) at higher
energies. This estimate agrees well with the numerical ev
ation of off-shell effects performed in@45#.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of this investigation has been to reestab
the three-body integral equations approach as a valuable
powerful tool for calculating~energetic! atomic collision
processes. Its strength derives from one of its most sal
and useful features, namely that it allows one, in a natu
manner, to systematically include the physically possible a
most relevant ~re!arrangement channels, and thereby
implement two-body and, at least approximately, three-bo
unitarity. This objective has been exemplified by means
the scattering of protons of hydrogen atoms. For this purp
a simple~i.e., without initial and final state Coulomb ‘‘opti
cal’’ interaction! version of the three-body AGS formalism
transformed into an effective-two-body theory, was intr
duced. The appropriate, multichannel, Lippmann-Schwing
type integral equations were considered in on-shell appr
mation. The resulting two-dimensional integral equations
the physical transition amplitudes were then transformed
the impact parameter representation, leading to a se
coupled algebraic equations. The first two terms in
multiple-scattering-type expansion of the effective potenti
occurring therein were taken into account, with the seco
terms~‘‘triangle’’ amplitudes! containing the exact off-shel
two-particle CoulombT matrices. Results of our calculation
for proton-hydrogen collisions, with only the ground state
hydrogen retained in both the direct and the rearrangem
channel (1s-1s model!, were presented and compared wi
those obtained by other methods. The total and differen
electron transfer as well as differential elastic scattering cr
sections agree very well with experimental data over a w
range of~nonrelativistic! incident energy.

On that basis we conclude that the three-body appro
can be applied advantageously to atomic collision proble
Moreover, it has the potential to expose in greatest detail
interesting features of the collision process. Of course, it
ally does not come as a surprise that proton-hydrogen s
tering, a genuine three-body problem, is best descri
within the framework of theab initio three-body formalism.

The promising results obtained encourage further de
opment. For instance, generalization to an arbitrary num
of involved bound states does not alter the basic equati
although it requires considerable additional numerical effo
Also, generalization to multiply charged projectiles is po
sible and has, in fact, been done practically in@14,15# ~but
with only the pole approximation to the effective potentia
taken into account!. That is, the general strategy will rema
unaltered in such further development.

A final point concerns the high-energy~say, beyond 1
MeV! behavior of the cross sections, which is not discus
in the present paper. We only mention that their asympto
behavior is governed by the behavior of the effective pot
tials, as the on-shell approximation~‘‘unitarized Born ap-
proximation’’! used eventually goes over into the genui
Born approximation. The second-order~double-rescattering!
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terms in the expansion~12! of the effective potentials lead t
the well known, correct asymptotic behavior. Though ov
the years much effort has been devoted to this problem
practical relevance is arguable because it seems dou
whether a nonrelativistic approach still makes sense w
the nonrelativistic double-rescattering terms start domina
the total cross section.
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